The Paradigm MilleniaOne™ is a game changer.
Positioned as a “lifestyle” speaker, we think it
sounds better than anything in that category.
The fact that it’s small, attractively designed
and exceptionally well made, well...these
are just more reasons to own this speaker
system. It may even change your opinion
of lifestyle speakers. It changed ours...
Couple it with the compact but ridiculously
powerful MilleniaOne™ Subwoofer and
you’re going to enjoy high performance
in a small, smart package.
“I’m thrilled that at long last a
speaker manufacturer decided to
build a lifestyle system with all the
care and quality it normally lavishes
on its cost-is-no-object gear. After an
hour, I was convinced that the Paradigm
MilleniaOne™/MilleniaSub™ combo is one

Paradigm MilleniaOne™
$650 - pair / $1625.00 - 5 speakers
Available in gloss white or gloss black

of the best lifestyle systems I’ve reviewed.
And after 4 hours, I was convinced it’s one
of the best speaker systems I’ve reviewed.”

SPECIFICATIONS:
4”satin-anodized pure aluminum dome
midrange/woofer, 1” satin-anodized pure-aluminum dome tweeter, in a vented die-cast aluminum
enclosure with integrated baffle and chassis.
Gloss white or gloss black finishes available.

Paradigm MilleniaOne™
Available in gloss black or gloss white
“The wonderfully transparent
midrange and the References’
ability to reach down to the
lowest octaves with little noticeable distortion were amazing...”
Roger Kano, Soundstage Experience

MilleniaOne™
Multiple Award Winner

The Paradigm MilleniaOne™ subwoofer is different.
Radically different. Paradigm skillfully engineered a subwoofer
that could produce bass from an aluminum enclosure
not much bigger than an encyclopedia.
Using a back-to-back bipolar
dual-woofer design which is
inherently

vibration

cancel-

ling, Paradigm has created a
subwoofer that will have you
shaking your head in disbelief.
How can it produce that much deep
bass? That’s just not possible! Well it is,
and can be wireless. Yes, wireless. With
a retail of $1,399.00, this is not an inexpensive sub, but it is exceptionally quick, powerful
and with the low profile and the wireless capability. It’s easy to hide, and yet still achieves mindboggling subwoofer performance regardless of size.
Stop by and hear how big - small can be!
Paradigm MilleniaOne™ Subwoofer / Available in charcoal gray or white
Specs: Vibration cancelling dual driver design, using two 14“ x 3”
polymer cones with corrugated Santoprene® surrounds, 1” voicecoils, built-in Ultra-Class-D™ 300 watts RMS power amplifier with
auto-on, soft clipping, thermal monitoring, sealed enclosure, built-in
wireless receiver for wireless option, USB port for PBK equalization.
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